Abstract: This article presents the application of the harmony search (HS) optimization algorithm for selective harmonic elimination PWM (SHEPWM) in a new topology of multilevel inverters with reduced number of electronic switching elements. The main objective of the harmonic elimination strategy is eliminating undesired low-rank harmonics in order to improve the quality of the output waveform. The harmonic elimination strategy is achieved by solving a system of nonlinear equations. In this paper harmony search optimization is applied using artificial neural networks (ANNs) on a new 21-level inverter topology. The algorithm is based on a music improvisation process. MATLAB programming software is used to develop a harmony search optimization program for harmonic elimination. A small-scale laboratory of the proposed 21-level inverter is built to validate the simulation results and to prove the efficiency of the proposed control scheme.
Introduction
Direct current to alternating current (DC/AC) power conversion is a very important technology. Inverters play a critical role in machine drives, power transmission systems, induction heating, electric vehicles, and other technologies. The recent advancement in power electronic devices and the increasing demand on electrical energy have led to the development of multiple configurations of DC to AC converters.
The multilevel DC to AC cascade inverter is one of the most used topologies in high and medium power applications; the advantages provided by the cascade inverter such as higher output waveform quality than most inverter topologies and low voltage stress on the power switches make it a very attractive topology. In order to improve performance and reduce production cost, multiple studies such as [1] proposed new inverter architectures with reduced component count. In the present study a new multilevel inverter is proposed, using asymmetrical topology. The proposed inverter can generate 21 voltage levels with fewer switching devices compared to a conventional H-bridge cascade inverter; Figure 1 illustrates the generalized waveform generated by a 21-level inverter.
Sinusoidal and space vector modulation are two of the most commonly applied control strategies for multilevel DC to AC converters, but the main problem with these two techniques is the high switching frequency of the semiconductor devices, leading to high switching losses. A simpler yet efficient modulation method known as selective harmonic elimination can be used for the control of multilevel DC to AC converters. The method was introduced for the first time in 1973 by Patel and Hoft in [2] , and it was used to eliminate harmonics in singleand three-phase thyristor-controlled inverters. The method provides a lot of advantages such as eliminating lowrank harmonics and operating the switching devices at a low frequency, which leads to increasing the lifetime of switching components. However, the main problem with this method is the necessity of solving a set of nonlinear equations to determine the optimal switching angles that allow the elimination of low-rank harmonics.
Several numerical methods have been used to compute the optimal switching angles such as the theory of resultants and Newton-Raphson (N-R), but these methods are difficult to use especially when it comes to solving large number of equations. The N-R method requires an initial guess of the switching angles in such a way that they are close to the optimal values. Guessing the initial solutions of a set of nonlinear equations is extremely difficult especially for a large number of variables (switching angles).
Another approach to solve the optimal switching problem is using optimization algorithms, where the equations of SHEPWM are presented in a cost function that can be optimized. Multiple optimization methods were used for the SHEPWM problem such as firefly algorithm [3] , differential evolution [4] , genetic algorithms [5] , and bat algorithm [6] . These methods allow the determination of the switching angles without an initial guess.
The harmony search (HS) is a new optimization algorithm inspired by the music improvisation process [7] . It was first introduced in 2001 by Geem in [8] and it was initially used to solve pipe network design problems in 2002 [9] . As a new population-based optimization algorithm the HS has drawn the attention of engineers and scientists all over the world and gained great success in multiple areas of research, especially in control and electrical power systems [10] . In this work the role of the HS algorithm is to solve the SHEPWM equations in order to determine the values of the optimal switching angles.
In recent years, artificial intelligence techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used in power electronics and motor drive systems [11, 12] ; in this article ANNs are used to perform online control of the proposed multilevel inverter by deriving the switching angles corresponding to a given modulation index. The networks are trained offline with results obtained by the harmony search algorithm and later implemented to the control the targeted system (inverter).
The proposed new topology is presented in the second section. The third section explains briefly the SHEPWM strategy. Sections four and five present the harmony search optimization algorithm and the application of neural networks for SHEPWM. Section six presents results obtained by computer simulation. The effectiveness of the ANN -harmony search based SHEPWM is verified in section seven using a small-scale laboratory prototype of the proposed multilevel inverter controlled by the STM32F407 microcontroller. This section also discusses the hardware implementation and experimental results.
Proposed CHB multilevel inverter
When compared to the flying capacitor and clamped diode configurations, the cascade H-bridge multilevel configuration offers a lot of advantages; however, the cascade configuration exhibits an important limitation for higher number of voltage levels. It requires a large number of switching devices, protection circuits, and heat sinks, thereby increasing production cost. A new topology is proposed in this work to overcome this problem by using nonequal DC input sources (also called asymmetric topology) and using a hybrid configuration of simple H-bridge topology and bidirectional switches in order to generate higher voltage levels with fewer switching devices than conventional topologies. Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed 21-level inverter.
Figure 2. Structure of the proposed multilevel inverter.
The proposed 21-level single phase inverter is composed of two cells connected in series. The upper cell comprises a simple H-bridge formed by S 1 ,S 2 , S 3 , S 4 and two bidirectional switches S 5 , S 6 and three DC sources with equal voltage values. The function of the bidirectional switches S 5 and S 6 is controlling the connection of the DC sources to construct the desired staircase output voltage waveform. The lower cell is a simple H-bridge formed by S p1 , S p2 , S p3 , and S p4 , connected to an isolated DC source.
The valid switching states for all possible combinations are presented in Table 1 . It should be noted that these combinations are only valid for the following conditions:
(1)
This means the voltage source connected to the second cell has to be seven times greater than a single voltage source used in the first cell in order to obtain 21 voltage levels. It can be seen from the proposed topology and Eq. (2) that the switching devices S p1 , S p2 , S p3 , and S p4 are under higher voltage stress comparing to the switching devices used in the upper bridge; therefore switching devices with high voltage rating must be used in the lower bridge. 
Selective harmonic elimination
In general, the number of voltage levels in a uniform step waveform for a single period is 2 ×p+ 1, where p is the number of voltage levels a quarter period and the number of undesired harmonic components to be eliminated is p − 1. In the case of the proposed 21-level inverter, the number of voltage levels generated in quarter period is ten, which means the number of undesired harmonics is nine.
The 21-level inverter stepped waveform has 10 switching angles, from θ 1 to θ 10 , and the generated voltage units are assumed to be equal. The Fourier expansion of waveform is expressed as
where
Since the generated waveform has no DC component (average value) and characterized by quarter wave and half wave symmetry, A 0 = 0 and the expression presented in Eq. (3) is reduced to
where n is the rank of harmonics, n = 1, 3, 5,. . . , V dc is the value of a voltage unit, p = ( N −1)/2 is the number of switching angles per quarter waveform, θ i is the ith switching angle, and N is the number of the generated voltage levels per half waveform.
As mentioned before for a 21-level case, it is possible to eliminate nine undesired harmonics while maintaining the desired value of the fundamental voltage. From Eq. (7), the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients when normalized with the respect to V dc , can be expressed as follows: In order to eliminate the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, and 19th, the set of transcendental equations (8) must be solved, where m = ((( N − 1)/2)M /4) and M is the modulation index. The obtained angles θ 1 to θ 10 must respect the following constraint:
An objective function is an essential element in any optimization process. The objective function must be formulated in such a way that allows us to eliminate the low-order harmonics and maintain the fundamental component at a desired value; therefore it is chosen to be as follows:
Harmony search
As mentioned before, the HS is an optimization algorithm. It draws inspiration from harmony improvisation, when an artist tries to create harmony; he usually tries different combinations of music pitches on his instrument to obtain better harmony. Composing a perfect harmony is a very similar to the process of finding an optimal result for an optimization problem. HS depends on two important parameters, harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) and pitch adjusting rate (PAR) [13] . The algorithm is composed of three main steps: harmony memory generation, harmony improvisation, and harmony memory update [14] . In the case of SHEPWM control strategy the HS is used as an optimization tool to perform a random search for the global minima, which means forcing the objective function (10) towards a minimum value. Figure 3 demonstrates a flowchart of the HS algorithm used to solve the SHEPWM problem.
The HS algorithm begins by initializing the necessary parameters such as harmony memory size (HMS ), HMCR, PAR, upper and lower limits (x min and x max ) and the maximum number of improvisations (NI ). It should be noted that upper and the lower limits must satisfy Eq. (9). The next step is to create the initial harmony memory (HM ).
The HM is a memory space in which the possible solutions can be stored. The initial HM matrix consists of many initial solution vectors randomly generated. The initial solutions are generated using the following equation: rand is a random number with a value ranging from 0 to 1 and x min and x max are minimum and the maximum limit values of the desired solutions. For n dimension and HMS size, harmony memory can be written as the following expression:
The next step of the algorithm is the solution improvisation. The improvisation of a new set of solutions
n ] is based on HMCR, PAR, and random selection. The HMCR is the selection rate of a candidate solution stored in the harmony memory (HM ). The HMCR can have a value between 0 and 1; it is usually set between 0.7 and 0.95 in order to obtain good results [15] . (1 − HMCR) is the selection rate of a random possible solution. The improvisation process can be written in the following expression:
HM S i
} with probability HM CR x i ∈ X i with probability (1 − HM CR) (13) with i∈ [1, 2, . . . ,n] and
If the HMCR value is set to be 0.95 it means that the algorithm will choose the decision variable value from the harmony memory with a probability of 95% or a value from all the possible range (from 0 to π /2 for the SHEPWM problem) with a probability of 100%-95%. Every element of the obtained solutions is subjected to whether it should be pitch adjusted, which is determined by the PAR, whereas the 1 − PAR value is the rate of doing nothing. The equation below describes the adjustment operation.
{

Yes with probability P AR
No with probability (1 − P AR)
If the pitch adjustment decision is "no" the solution x i will not be modified; if the decision is "yes" x i will be replaced using the following equation:
where rand is a randomly generated number with a value ranging from 0 to 1 and b w is an arbitrary distance bandwidth. The next step of the algorithm will be the update of the HM. Once the improvisation is achieved, the stored HM elements must be updated. In this process the HM is updated according to the overall value of the targeted objective function presented in Eq. The last step of the algorithm is checking the stopping condition, which in this work is the number of improvisations. If the number of improvisations reached the maximum value (NI), the computation process stops. Otherwise the improvisation and the update processes are repeated.
ANN-based selective harmonic elimination PWM
ANNs are a very efficient tool inspired by the behavior of biological neurons; these neurons can be trained to execute a particular task by adjusting the width of the connections (also called weights) between nodes. As mentioned before, the purpose of using ANNs is to perform online SHEPWM control of the multilevel inverter. Figure 4 demonstrates the ANN structure proposed in this work. The proposed ANN structure consists of three layers: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The input layer is formed by a single node and takes the desired modulation index M as input. The output layer is formed by ten nodes that correspond to the switching angles.
The neural networks are trained so that the input (modulation index) leads to a desired output (switching angles). The training process requires the knowledge of a vast set of switching angles and their corresponding modulation indices. In this process, the weights (the connection between the nodes) are adjusted, based on a comparison of the output generated by the neural networks for each nodulation index and the switching angles obtained by the HS algorithm, until the network output matches the data set obtained by the HS algorithm. Although the given set of data for the ANN training is not complete and possibly not all results were obtained by the HS algorithm, the ANN will be able to interpolate and extrapolate the results. Figure 5 demonstrates the training process of the ANN. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the proposed control scheme, the artificial neural network is activated and generates the optimal switching angles depending on the given modulation index M , SHEPWM control signals are generated by using the optimal switching angles and Table 1 . 
Simulation results
To test the effectiveness of the online HS SHEPWM control, a mathematical model of the proposed inverter and the control method was created using the MATLAB programming environment. Total harmonic distortion (THD) was chosen as a quality index to evaluate the quality of the generated output voltage. It can be computed using the following equation:
The left side of Figure 7 presents the optimal switching angles (in degrees) found by the HS algorithm versus modulation index M with M ∈ [0.4, 1.4]. These angles are computed with a step size of 0.001. The solutions generated out of this range (less than 0.4 and more than 1.4) exceeded the upper limit of the constraint expressed in Eq. (9). These angles cannot be used to operate the proposed inverter and the use of these angles will lead the inverter to generate a distorted waveform. Therefore these solutions should not be taken into consideration. The right side of the same figure shows the optimal switching angles (in degrees) generated by the trained ANNs versus modulation index M . The angles are generated with a fine step size of 10 −5 . Table 2 shows the values of the different parameters of the HS algorithm used in this simulation.
In order to confirm the validity of the proposed method, switching angles obtained from the neural networks results were applied to the mathematical model of the 21-level inverter. The fundamental frequency Table 3 . Figure 8 shows the voltage waveforms generated by the upper and the lower cells. It can be seen from the figure that the first cell is responsible for generating seven voltage levels, whereas the second cell is responsible of generating three voltage levels. It should be noted that the generated voltage patterns stay the same for any modulation index. same figures, and, as expected, the targeted harmonics (from the 3rd to 19th) are successfully eliminated for both modulation indices. It can be also seen that by decreasing the value of the modulation index the value of the fundamental component decreases. The total harmonic distortion was found to be THD = 5.11% for modulation index M = 0.975, whereas the total harmonic distortion for modulation index M = 0.8 was found to be THD = 5.04%. 
Hardware implementation and experimental results
A small-scale laboratory prototype of a single phase 21-level inverter is built in order to verify the analytical and simulation results. H15NA50 (500 V, 15 A) n channel MOSFETs were used as the switching devices for S 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 , S 4 , S p1 ,S p2 , S p3 , and S p4 . IRG4PH30K (1200 V, 10 A) IGBT were used as used as the bidirectional switches S 5 and S 6 . RHRP1560 (600 V, 15 A) fast switching diodes were used for the bidirectional switches. The laboratory prototype is shown in Figure 11 . The control board consists of a STM32F407 microcontroller. The board is used to generate control signals. The gate driver board is built using TLP250 Photocouplers in order to provide electrical isolation between the control board and power circuits and also to provide proper and conditioned gating signals to the MOSFETs. An SDS1000 oscilloscope 100 MHz 500 MS/s was used to capture voltage waveforms. FFT analysis is performed by computer software connected to the oscilloscope through USB. The experimental results of the output voltage waveforms generated by each cell are presented in Figure  12 
Conclusions
In this paper, an ANN-based SHEPWM algorithm was presented for the control of a proposed single-phase 21-level CHB inverter. The switching angles were calculated using the HS algorithm. The calculated switching angles were used for training of the ANN. The ANN-based SHEPWM algorithm was implemented on an STM32F407 high performance microcontroller. FFT analysis was performed on the output voltage waveform to demonstrate the performance of the ANN-HS-based SHEPWM. The experimental results showed that the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, and 19th order harmonics are eliminated. The results proved that the proposed ANN-based SHPWM is suitable for switching instead of using a look-up table.
